
 

In order to fight economic corruption
resistance economy

Seyed Morteza Haghi Goorab Zarmakhy*,Dr. Vahid Zareei Sharif,  

Abstract Today, economic crime is increasing day by day and caused huge backlog in
terms of economic corruption is sent. These cases are in addition to the massive
amounts of court time to fall. It is often squandered public property Theroots of
confidence in itself can be a popular system Bkhshkand On the other hand, according
to the notification of the economic policy of resistance by the leader of fashion Zillah
grant him long life, the most basic needs in the country's economic policies, provide
the ground for reduction of economic corruption in the country. This is a matter for
each authority has endorsed compassion And we ignore this problem is discouraged
Apart this normally thinkers and leaders of each country are trying to save their
countries the dangerous whirlpool The sacred system of the Islamic thinkers and
patriots should be the best way to deal with this huge issue facing the authorities are
After the latest solutions being offered to help make it a reality Today, in most
countries apply appropriate mechanisms to avoid economic corruption They can be
formed including a comprehensive financial system in those countries, but noted
there are other issues Which entitled criminalize moderators who are responsible for
overseeing the work of offending employee Cited Of course, all these interpretations
should we make a comprehensive fight against corruption, economic and social roots
is Including ways to deal with the roots of the culture and to increase public
awareness Educating and raising low-income and middle-class economic power noted
Because the main role in the incidence of corruption in a society in addition to the
lack of a culture of poverty Field And based on indigenous values and beliefs of the
community The aim of this study is to provide a solution tailored to the challenges
facing the country's economic system and judicial Therefore this part, today's
requirements in the field of economic corruption Create a comprehensive financial
system (That transparency is necessary to inform the general public) And
criminalization lack of oversight by government regulators I hope that this article
could be a step towards better implementation of economic policy in its resistance.
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